
Tenure and Promotion Committee Meeting Minutes 

Tuesday, 5 March 2013 

 

Present:  Josey Templeton,  Suzanne Mabrouk, Pat Briggs, Katya Skow, Julie Lipovsky, Kathy Grenier,  Jack Porter, 

Mark M
c
Kinney, John Murden, William Sharbrough, Catherine Burton, Kirstin Steele, Jim Hutchisson 

 

Absent:  Paul Rosenblum, Dave Trautman, George Williams (present for first half) 

 

Members of the committee cast and counted their ballots regarding tenure and promotion actions for 2012/2013. 

In addition, members of the committee cast ballots regarding the action to grant tenure upon appointment for 

two finalists for the position of Dean of the School of Education. 

 

The committee then discussed some issues with the tenure and promotion process. First up was a discussion of a 

letter that Suzanne Mabrouk will write and the committee will send to Deans, Department Heads, and School 

Committee Chairs pointing out a few steps that will ensure a smooth tenure and promotion process for 

candidates from their school or department. This letter will contain a reminder that probationary appointees 

should be reviewed annually per Memorandum 3-7, that probationary appointees should be reviewed by their 

peers, and that probationary appointees should receive a copy of annual evaluation and departmental ballots to 

aid in preparation for tenure and/or promotion.  

 

At this point Suzanne mentioned that the provost is already soliciting information form Department Heads and 

Deans on how many T/P actions and probationary hearings there will be next year. 

 

Next the committee discussed the letter (also written by Suzanne) that the committee will send to candidates. 

Candidates should be reminded to remove confidential information from the letter of appointment, all student 

samples, and any other supporting documentation. Candidates should make sure that the committee can open all 

documents and links to documents. The committee discussed asking candidates to allow committee access to 

their CitLearn courses, but decided against it. Catherine Burton noted the benefit of standardizing the format or 

order of the folders in the Net App. This led to a discussion of labeling and folders. We decided to ask ITS to 

add a folder to the NetApp labeled “T/P Recommendations,” and also to add a line to the banner instructions for 

NetApp encouraging candidates to label all documents clearly. We agreed that the “Intro” folder should contain 

the narrative, CV, and Table of Contents. Pat Briggs suggested that we include the suggestions we make to the 

Deans and Department Heads in the letter we send to candidates so that the candidates know what the 

responsibilities of the Deans and Department Heads with regard to the T and P process are. 

 

The last topic we discussed was what should happen when there is no Department Head on a school’s tenure 

and promotion committee, or in a department when it is the chair of the department who is up for tenure or 

promotion. As it stands now according to Memorandum 3-7 the chair of that committee does not cast an 

individual ballot for tenure, rather submits a summary of the procedure and a signed professional evaluation of 

the candidate. The concern is that the signed evaluation carries too much weight, and that the faculty member 

chair never has a vote. The committee agrees that this should be fixed. Jim noted that an amendment might be 

possible, thus avoiding resubmitting the entire document to Academic Board and Faculty Council. Suzanne will 

bring it up with Provost Hines this afternoon. 

 



Josey Templeton motioned that in cases where there is no department head or the department head is going up 

for tenure or promotion and a a faculty member is chair of that school or department’s tenure and promotion 

committee, that the chair submit an individual ballot and then a separate summary of the process that does not 

evaluate the candidate. Jim Hutchisson seconded,  and the motion passed unanimously. 

 

Suzanne will now scan the ballots and send them to the candidates and forward the ballots to the provost. 

She will also remove the committee’s access to the NetApp recommend folders. 

 

Lastly, Suzanne reminded the committee of two final meetings: one on Tuesday 2 April for next year’s potential 

T/P candidates (optional for committee members) and one on Tuesday 16 April with Provost Hines. 

 

The meeting adjourned shortly after 12:00 pm. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Katya Skow  


